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ABSTRACT

The shallow, high-resolution, seismic reflection technique is a geophysical 

method which should, and no doubt will, be used to a greater degree in mineral 

exploration and geological engineering investigations. The techniqje has developed 

over the past 30 years to the point where it can now be utilized in an economically 

feasible and advantageous way. This is due primarily to the introduction of 

versatile, multichannel, "engineering" seismographs, and to the adoption of the 

sophisticated recording and signal processing procedures used in large-scale, 

reflection seismology in petroleum exploration. These procedures are designed to 

increase the resolution of reflected signals as well as the low signal to noise ratio 

normally encountered in shallow reflection seismics.

The difficulties of obtaining shallow seismic reflections in complex geologic 

environments particularly in crystalline rocks, such as low acoustic impedance 

contrasts, irregularity of the reflecting interfaces, and seismic heterogeneity of 

the complex geologic section, can in some cases be overcome by careful 

application of these field procedures and by subsequent computer processing of the 

digital seismic signals. However, in many situations it may not be possible to 

obtain recognizable reflections. A case study in eastern Ontario demonstrates the 

usefulness of certain techniques and procedures for improving the shallow seismic 

reflection technique. These include a new source mechanism, high-frequency 

geophones and accelerometers, geophone arrays, and common depth point stacking.
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PREFACE

The following report has been written in the form of a paper for publication 

in a scientific or technical journal, so that maximum benefit could be obtained 

from the exercise. The section entitled "Case Study-Eastern Ontario" is an 

account of work carried out specifically during the tenure of the author's OGRF 

grant (April 1983 to March 1984) and does not include subsequent studies, carried 

out after the O.G.R.F. funding-was cut off.

The author intends to submit this paper foV publication, with certain revisions 

and modifications, particularly to take into account results from field studies 

conducted after O.G.R.F. funding was cut off in April 1984. The specific and 

limited contribution of O.G.R.F. funding will be clearly acknowledged in any future 

publications.
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J * i. INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of geophysical techniques and procedures are available to the 

mineral explorationist or geological engineer to help solve otherwise intractable 

geological problems. Some techniques are used more than others for specific types 

of problems, such as seismic refraction for site investigation of overburden 

thickness or electromagnetics for base-metal massive sulphide exploration, because 

from long experience they are "known to work". However in many situations the 

problems are not directly amenable to solution by one specific technique. Hence 

the explorationist or engineer must resort to a greater variety of techniques and 

procedures to ensure success. This is particularly true as the problems or 

exploration targets get more difficult to resolve. In some cases, where the 

exploration target is very subtle or the geologic problems are extremely complex, 

it is vitally important that all available geophysical techniques and procedures be 

l J utilized to the fullest extent.

The seismic reflection method is a technique which has been largely under 

utilized by mineral epxlorationists and geological engineers. The same technique 

which has been responsible for the discovery of most of the world's known oil and 

gas reseves, and currently is carried out with expenditures of S^.5 B per annum 

(97% of all geophysics carried out worldwide), is only rarely used in mineral 

exploration (aside from coal, potash, phosphates, etc.) and geological engineering. 

This incongruency is primarily due to the difficult nature of the problem: to 

recognize subtle and irregular reflected arrivals in the presence of considerable 

extraneous noise. However, recent improvements in portable seismic equipment 

and new field acquisition techniques have greatly increased the effectiveness of 

the shallow seismic reflection technique to the point where it is now economically 

feasible to utilize the method in many geological engineering and mineral 

vx exploration applications.
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\^. In this paper we will examine the shallow seismic reflection technique and its 

application to mineral exploration and geological engineering investigations. We 

will examine specific difficulties encountered in using the seismic reflection 

technique in these applications, and we will outline in detail the various procedures 

which will optimize its use.

2. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The use of the shallow seismic reflection technique in geological engineering 

investigations and mineral exploration has developed along two diverse paths:

1) from the deep seismic reflection method used in petroleum exploration, and

2) from the shallow seismic refraction technique used in geological engineering.

Some of the earliest reported efforts were carried out by Allen, et al. [l952J who

^ modified a conventional seismic reflection system to obtain reflections from the

O
overburden/bedrock interface at about 150 metres depth. They used a five 

geophone spread with a long offset to overcome the airwave noise, and 100 to 

500 Hz filtering to enhance the resolution of the reflected signals. They also 

experimented with various mechanical and explosive sources but found small air- 

blast charges to give best results.

In the early-fifties, the U.S. Geological Survey initiated the development of a 

portable, 12-channel reflection seismograph for shallow high-resolution 

exploration. The system, which was described by Pakiser et al. [l95^] , is similar 

to conventional seismic reflection equipment except that the gain and filter 

characteristics of the amplifier were modified for higher frequencies (75-300 Hz) 

and for presuppression of direct seismic arrivals, and the recording speed of the 

oscillograph was increased. The equipment was tested by Pakiser et al. [1954J in
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the southern Great Plains, and used by Pakiser and Warrick [l956j for uranium 

exploration in the Colorado Plateau and for lead-zinc exploration in the upper 

Mississippi Valley area. They obtained clear reflections from flat lying overburden 

and bedrock stratigraphic formations at depths ranging from 10 m to over 1000 m. 

Air, surface and shot-hole blasts were tried, but best results were obtained from 

small explosive charges placed below the water table. Olson [l955] described a 

similar 12-channel, high-resolution, reflection seismograph built for Kennecott 

Copper Corp.

Although conventional reflection seismology has in some cases been applied 

to geological engineering problems (e.g. Costain and Robinson [l972J, 

Mossman et al. [l973J and Schepers [l975] ), the use of shallow seismic reflection 

techniques in engineering has, by and large, developed from the shallow seismic 

refraction method. Single-channel engineering refraction systems were initially 

developed by Gough [l952] , Mooney and Kaasa [l958] and Stam [1962] . This 

equipment was specifically designed for small-scale operations and hence was 

extremely portable and inexpensive to operate. Its use for seismic reflection 

investigations was however quite limited as only the FS-2 instrument, described by 

Stam [l962] , recorded seismic wave arrivals after the headwave. The FS-2 and 

its subsequently updated version, the FS-3, were successfully used to record 

seismic reflections from the overburden/bedrock interface at depths of 30 to 

1*0 meters (e.g. Hobson and Grant [l96*], Meidav [l969] , and Hunter and 

Hobson [1977]).

The use of shallow reflection seismology in engineering investigations was 

significantly advanced by the introduction of 12-channel, signal enhancement 

seismographs (e.g. Nimbus 1210F, Oyo McSeis 1500, Bison Geopro and ABEM 

Terraloc) in the late seventies. These systems combine the portability and field



versatility of single-channel seismic refraction systems, with the recording 

versatility of conventional seismic reflection equipment. In a single portable 

system, easily operated by one or two people, these 12-channel seismographs allow 

for a wide range of recording modes and set-ups so that they can be used for 

shallow refraction, shallow reflection and even deep reflection surveys. Seismic 

signals are stored digitally in electronic memory: they can be enhanced, processed, 

displayed on a CRT screen and written to permanent storage on magnetic tapes or 

diskettes as well as the traditional hardcopy presentation on chart paper. The use 

of such equipment for shallow seismic reflection surveys in engineering 

applications was immediately realized (e.g. Mooney [1977J , Hunter [l980] , and 

Lankston and Lankston [l980J ) and since then considerable effort has been 

expended to optimize the technique. The success of the shallow reflection method 

for overburden profiling is graphically demonstrated in the recent paper by 

Hunter et al.

3. APPLICATION TO MINERAL EXPLORATION

The shallow seismic reflection technique using advanced engineering 

seismographs has not been applied as successfully to mineral exploration problems 

(other than depth of overburden determinations as for example in Singh [l983; 

1984] ), and to engineering investigations where the structure of near -surface 

bedrock formations is required. Very few publications have appeared in the open 

literature since the preliminary works of the late fifties and early sixties. 

Recently however, there has been renewed interest in shallow seismic reflection 

for mineral exploration applications. At the 1983 annual meeting of the Society of 

Exploration Geophysicists, Messefin and Moon [l983] presented a theoretical 

study of high-resolution reflections from massive sulphide nickel orebodies in the

e
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^ ^ Sudbury area (subsequently published in Messefin and Moen [1984]), and 

Gjoystdal et al. [l983] presented the results of their seismic reflection 

investigation of massive sulphide deposits in Norway.

Nopomen et al. [l979J reviewed some of the difficulties encountered in 

applying the seismic reflection technique in crystalline rock environments. There 

are basically two categories of problems: 1) those which are inherent to the 

shallow seismic reflection method in general, and 2) those which are inherent to 

the special geologic conditions encountered in crystalline rock environments.

In the former category are such problems as recognizing shallow, and hence 

early-time reflections in the presence of near-surface noise, and then resolving 

these reflecting interfaces to within a few meters. In the latter category are such 

problems as low acoustic impedance contrasts between different lithologic units, 

irregularity, on both the small and large scale, of the reflecting interface, and

D lateral heterogenity of the overlying geologic section. The former category of 

problems are by and large solvable by existing techniques and procedures. The 

latter category may be solvable by innovative application of special techniques 

currently used in petroleum seismology, however in some geologic situations they 

may not be tractable.

3.1 Recognizing reflections in the presence of noise

This is the essential problem of all seismic reflection investigations 

regardless of application or scale of operation, however for shallow reflections it is 

more severe. The expected time of arrivals from a reflecting interface at say 

100 metres depth in a rock with mean velocity of 5000 m/s (a typical value for 

crystalline rock in Precambrian terrains) is 40 msec. This reflected signal is

O
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recorded only shortly after the direct or overburden refraction arrival and only 

shortly before the air-wave and ground-roll noise envelope (see Figure 1). This 

contrasts markedly with conventional seismic reflection in which reflections of 

interest occur after, although sometimes within, the ground-roll noise.

Ground roll is a surface Rayleigh wave characterized by large amplitude, 

low-frequency U 20 Hz) vertical and horizontal, elliptic particle motion. The 

surface wave travels at a velocity some 5-1096 less than the shear wave velocity in 

the same medium. It is highly dispersive and hence results in a long sinusoidal 

wave train which increases in duration, but decreases in amplitude, with distance 

from the source. Ground roll is inherently present in all seismic wave propogation 

where a free surface exists. It is minimized by using an explosive source with a 

purely radial pressure pulse instead of a source which generates translational 

particle movement such as a surface impact (e.g. hammer blow). It is also 

minimized by increasing the depth of the source from the free surface. The 

amplitude of ground-roll particle motion is less for more competent materials and 

hence much less ground roll is generated for a bedrock source than for a source in 

overburden. Ground roll can be attenuated during recording with low-cut analogue 

frequency filtering and spatial wavenumber filtering using geophone arrays.

The air wave is an air-coupled pressure wave which is generated by most 

surface seismic sources. Its propogation velocity is 340 m/s and its frequency is 

generally high fc 100 Hz). The air wave can normally be completely eliminated by 

using a buried source and/or burying the geophones.

The first refraction arrival is a compressional body wave which propogates 

along the top of the water table, or the surface of the bedrock, beneath the low- 

velocity surface layer. These "pseudo-direct" arrivals are similar in form to

O
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reflected events (e.g. large amplitude and high frequency) and occur only a few 

milliseconds before shallow reflection arrivals. In addition, the first arrival, or 

"head wave", is commonly followed by repeated cycles of the seismic wavelet due 

to multiple reflections within the low-velocity surface layer [O'brien, 1957] and 

mode conversions (e.g. SV waves) from the refraction interface. The resulting 

wave train can easily obscure shallow bedrock reflections (Figure 1).

The refraction wave train can be shortened, though never eliminated entirely, 

by avoiding situations where the low-velocity Surface layer acts us a "wave 

guide"; i.e. 2h i V/f where h is the layer thickness, V is the layer velocity and f is 

the dominant frequency of the refractions. Optimal conditions consist of either 

minimal overburden (i.e. less than one or two meters) or otherwise deep overburden 

with the watertable close to surface (i.e. within one or two meters). The head- 

wave refraction, reflected-refractions and mode-converted refractions can also be 

attenuated by spatial filtering using a geophone array, taking advantage of the fact 

that these noise signals are travelling essentially horizontally whereas reflections 

are travelling more nearly vertically [Meidav, 1969] .

An additional noise source not mentioned above is incoherent noise generated 

by wind, vehicular traffic or other cultural disturbances. Such noise will be wide 

band and randomly generated, hence it cannot be frequency or spatially filtered, 

however signal stacking from geophone arrays or from repetition of the source will 

reduce the noise amplitude by ^/n where n is the number of geophones in the array 

or the number of source repetitions (assuming that with each repetition of the 

source the incoherent noise has the same ampitude).

O
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4 j 3.2 Increasing the resolution of reflections

Even if noise is suppressed as much as possible by choosing optimal survey 

sites and optimal survey parameters, and reflections are recognized on the 

seismograph, the geophysicist is still faced with the problem of resolving the time 

of arrival of these reflections into depths to the precision required by the mineral 

explorationist or geological engineer. In general, shallow investigations require 

higher resolution than that obtained by conventional seismic reflection in deep 

sedimentary basins. Although an individual lithologic unit must be at least A/8 

thick (X - V/f where V is the seismic wave velocity and f is its frequency) to obtain 

a recognizable reflection [Widess, 1973] , the depth to that reflector can only be 

determined to within X/2, and individual units can only be resolved if they are 

separated by X/2.

Higher resolution requires shorter seismic wavelengths which in turn requires
D

higher frequencies. This is particularly true in crystalline rock environments where 

velocity is generally high (p 3000 m/s). For resolution to within say 10 meters 

requires 150 Hz seismic signals for 3000 m/s bedrock and 250 Hz for 5000 m/s 

bedrock. However, because of energy absorption, the earth acts as a low pass 

filter: high frequency seismic waves are attenuated more than low frequency 

signals. The amount of absorption is given by:

-OX

where E is the energy of the seismic wave at some distance x from the source, 

E is the energy at the source and a is the absorption coefficient given by:

QV
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where Q is the "quality factor" of the rock or soil. Since the energy of a seismic 

wave is proportional to the amplitude squared,

A 
A

E
E

= exp -
2QV

O

Typical values of Q for crystalline rocks are in the range ICO to 200 

[white, 1965] so that absorption is less than 5096 for a 250 Hz seismic wave 

reflecting from a depth of 400 metres (Figure 2) -.far less than the attenuation due 

to spherical divergence and interface energy-partitioning. However, there is 

considerably more absorption in uncompacted soil due to the much lower quality 

factor (Q-OO) and seismic velocity. Even a moderate thickness of soil, say 

30 meters, will result in 90*36 attenuation of the high-frequency signals (Figure 2). 

Therefore it is best to avoid areas of thick overburden, particularly loose sands and 

gravels.

The primary requirements for high-resolution seismic reflection is therefore 

to 1) generate high frequency seismic signals at the source, and 2) to record the 

high frequency components of the reflected signal with the receiver. In addition, 

certain processing techniques, such as deconvolution, can be used to enhance 

resolution. Details of how these requirements can be met using existing techniques 

and equipment will be discussed separately in section 4.

3.3 Seismic wave proportion in crystalline rock

By careful application of seismic reflection techniques and procedures, it will 

be possible to obtain reflections from shallow bedrock interfaces - given optimal 

subsurface conditions: uniform, gently dipping lithologic units with abrupt and 

even discontinuities between units with large density and velocity contrasts.
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Conditions other than this, which are more commonly found in mineral exploration 

and geological engineering applications, will increase the difficulty of obtaining 

recognizable reflections. The special problems endemic to seismic reflection in 

Preambrian crystalline rock environments are all associated with the propogation 

of seismic waves through a structurally and lithologically complex geologic section.

The primary difficulty is the generally low accoustic impedance contrast 

between various crystalline rock types. The amplitude of a reflected seismic wave 

is proportional to the contrast of acoustic impedances between two units:

p 2 V 2 - 
~

where R is the "reflection coefficient", p. is the density and V. is the seismic wave 

velocity of unit i. Since the commonly occuring rock types in Precambrian terrains 

J^ have similar densities and velocities, the reflection amplitudes will in general be 

small. For instance, the reflection coeffecient of an andesite (p = 2.75; V r 5,500) 

to rhyolite (p = 2.55; V r 5,000) contact is about 1096. Such a small reflected signal 

may be just recognizable on a seismograph if all other conditions are optimal 

[Anstey, 1970] .

The reflected signal can be enhanced by increasing signal strength at the 

source, and by stacking and applying noise reduction techniques at the receiver, 

however in many situations it may not be possible to obtain reflections because of 

low acoustic impedance contrasts. Hence, the shallow seismic reflection techniqje 

may only be effective in crystalline rock environments for certain special 

situations; e.g. ultramafic sills, massive sulphide deposits ^Mef fesin and 

Moon, 1984] , shear or mylonite zones, and clastic sedimentary units of low 

metamorphic grade.

0
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In addition to there being sufficient acoustic impedance contrast for 

reflections, the bedrock interface must also be regular over a large area in order to 

generate coherent reflections. Small irregularities ^ A/8) on or within the 

reflecting interface (an individual reflecting interface can be up to A/8 thick 

[Widess, 1973] ) will scatter the seismic waves and degrade a coherent reflection. 

Larger irregularities ^A) will cause diffractions which can interfere with the 

reflected signal and also be confused with reflections on the seismogram 

[Noponen, et al., 1979] . Larger undulations of the reflecting interface 0*A) will be 

observable on the seismogram, if geophone receivers are closely spaced, however 

the irregularity of the reflection will make its recognition by trace-to-trace 

correlation more difficult. In addition, steeply dipping bedrock reflectors fc 45 0 ) 

will not normally be observable on seismograms.

In general there is not much that can be done to remedy these problems, 

other than to increase signal to noise strength and to enhance resolution with 

higher frequencies. Certain data processing techniques, primarily migration, can 

be used to remove diffractions and correct the seismograph record by putting 

reflections into their proper locations.

The final difficulty inherent to Precambrian terrains is the propogation of 

seismic energy through the laterally inhomogeneous overburden and bedrock above 

the reflection interface. Small-scale heterogeneities in the overburden will cause 

diffraction and scattering, and hence attenuate signal strength and increase noise. 

Larger scale velocity variations within the overburden and bedrock above the 

reflector will result in anomalously early or late arrivals of the reflected signal on 

individual channels, making trace-to-trace correlation more difficult. This 

problem is especially severe in glaciated terrains where a typical survey line may 

traverse outcrop, swamps, glacial drift, and eskers.



These problems can be partially overcome by applying a static correction 

during processing, however it is best to avoid them in the first place by restricting 

surveys to areas of outcrop or at least laterally uniform overburden. It would also 

be useful to recognize problematic areas during the survey and note them on the 

records so that a lack of reflections or a change in reflection character can be 

attributed to overburden heterogeneity and not to bedrock structure. The 

overburden scattering problem can be partially overcome by stacking with source 

and geophone arrays and by common depth point stacking. These techniques will be 

discussed separately in section 4.

4. OVERCOMING THE PROBLEMS

There are three main variables which will influence the success or failure in 

l) obtaining high-resolution seismic reflections from shallow bedrock interfaces: 

1) the source, 2) the receiver, and 3) the propagation and reflection 

characteristics of the earth. As discussed in the previous section, not much can be 

done about the third variable to optimize reflections, other than to limit surveys, 

where possible, to areas with favourable seismic propagation characteristics. In 

the final analysis, shallow seismic reflection may not be applicable in areas where 

the bedrock geology is complex, and lacks significant, uniform seismic 

discontinuities of moderate dip or in areas where overburden conditions introduce 

problems which cannot be overcome with reasonable effort.

Although successful utilization of the shallow seismic reflection technique 

for mineral exploration and geological engineering applications is partially 

dependent on a favourable geologic environment, there are definite procedures 

which can be followed to optimize the technique in good and even marginal

O
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I^S environments. These procedures are associated with either the generation or the 

recording of seismic energy during field operations, or with processing the seismic 

data after field acquisition. Any improvements which can be made to these 

procedures will enhance the shallow seismic reflection technique.

4.1 Improving the Source

Of all the variables which effect the quality of seismic reflections, the least 

well-understood and perhaps most ill-considered is the seismic source. The optimal 

criteria of a source for shallow, high-resolution seismic reflection in small-scale 

applications is: 1) portability, 2) low cost, 3) high energy output, 4) high frequency 

content, 5) low ground roll generation, and 6) low air wave generation.

The traditional method of a sledgehammer and baseplate is very low cost 

^ (capital and operational) and has excellent portability. Its energy output is quite 

low, although fairly high frequencies can be generated if it is applied to compact 

soil or to bedrock. However, it will also generate a large amplitude air wave and 

significant ground roll. Thumpers and weight drops are essentially more energetic, 

but less portable and more expensive adaptations of the sledgehammer.

The other traditional method of generating seismic waves is chemical 

explosives. This technique can be as portable as the sledgehammer, although it is 

somewhat more expensive in operation. Explosives are much more energetic than 

the sledgehammer but generate lower frequency seismic signals. The frequency 

content of the generated seismic waves can be increased, however, by using smaller 

charges of more rapidly detonating explosives (e.g. blasting caps) in well-tamped
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i A boreholes. A significant advantage to explosives is that little air wave and less 

ground roll will be generated if the explosive is buried. A disadvantage is the 

special safety and handling requirements of working with explosives.

The main advantage of chemical explosives over surface impact sources such 

as the sledgehammer, aside from the greater available energy, is the fact that the 

seismic waves are generated below the loose top layer of soil where most high- 

frequency attenuation and scattering occur. Burial of the source also eliminates 

the air wave and reduces ground-roll noise, particularly for sources at greater 

depth. A newly developed source mechanism, which takes advantage of the burial 

procedure, is the detonation of a shotgun or rifle shell in a borehole about one 

meter below surface. The technique is an adaptation of a surface impact source in 

which shotgun slugs are fired directly onto surface. Depending on the calibre and 

firing speed of the shotgun or rifle shell, the buried gun source can generate higher 

|^ amplitude seismic signals than the hammer and baseplate source, and higher 

frequency seismic waves than chemical explosives. And when detonated below the 

surface, the shotgun source will minimize air wave, reduce ground roll, and the 

high frequency signals will be less attenuated by the low-velocity layer.

The shotgun source is depicted in Figure 3. The simple design can be 

fabricated by a machine shop in a few hours. It consists of a lh meter long steel 

pipe with a handle at one end and the other end threaded. A short gun barrel, with 

a muzzle machined to the precise diameter of the shell, is threaded so that it can 

be attached to the pipe. A steel rod with a small protrusion machined on the end is 

used as the firing mechanism. To operate, a shell is fitted into the muzzle, the 

barrel is threaded onto the end of the pipe and the entire unit is lowered to the 

bottom of a shallow borehole. The gun is fired by dropping or ramming the firing 

rod down the pipe. Initiation of seismic recording is accomplished with an inertial 

(i^J trigger attached to the pipe, the handle or the firing rod.
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FIRING ROD

INERTIAL TRIGGER

SPRAY SKIRT

BOREHOLE-

WATER

FIRING PIN AT 

END OF ROD"

SHOTGUN SHELL

TOPSOIL

SUBSOIL (CLAY)
GUN BARREL

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the buried gun source (12-gauge 
shotgun).
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Best results are obtained when the gun is fired at least one meter below 

surface into firm, moist clay. Weaker, lower frequency signals are generated in 

uncompacted topsoil and sands. Water in the borehole improves the elastic 

coupling, and hence increases signal strength and high frequency content, however 

the resulting muddy spray makes operation more difficult (the gun design was 

subsequently improved by fitting a spray skirt around the pipe). Signal strength and 

high frequency content can be further improved with a second detonation in the 

same hole. The first firing acts to "condition" the shot-hole by deforming the soil 

and creating a small cavity at the bottom of the hole. Less energy is lost to non- 

elastic deformation with subsequent firings.

If the gun is fired too close to surface, the detonation may create a blast and 

a large air-wave signal, however useable seismic signals will still be generated. 

Thus the gun could be used in exposed bedrock areas, although a sledgehammer 

would be easier and probably more effective in this situation. At somewhat 

greater expense, shallow holes could be percussion or rotary drilled into bedrock 

and the gun fired in these. This technique would produce exceedingly high- 

amplitude, high-frequency signals.

Further improvements to the design of the seismic gun, particularly with the 

firing mechanism and the loading procedure, will make the gun more effecient for 

production seismic reflection surveys. Other experimentation with rifle shells of 

various calibre, projectile mass and firing speed may lead to even higher amplitude 

and higher frequency seismic wave generation.
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\ x 4.2 Optimizing the Receiver

The seismographic receiver used for shallow seismic reflection should have 

equivalent characteristics to the source: 1) portability, low operating cost, etc., 

and 2) precise recording of large-amplitude and high-frequency seismic signals. 

These requirements are, by and large, met by the new generation of portable, 

"engineering" seismographs, however their operation can be optimized in certain 

ways to enhance high-frequency, high-resolution reflected signals and reduce 

unwanted noise. These optimization procedures concern the signal detection 

device (i.e. the geophone), the field survey arrangement (i.e. the spread), and 

techniques to filter coherent and incoherent noise (e.g. geophone arrays and 

analogue filters).

Standard, high-quality, velocity geophones used in conventional land seismic 

^^ exploration are adequate for shallow, high-resolution reflection seismics. There
1)

are advantages in using geophones with high natural oscillation frequency (50 or 

100 Hz) because they inherently attenuate low-frequency signals and because their 

response is more uniform to higher frequencies. However, they are considerably 

more expensive and they will introduce phase rotation at and below the oscillation 

frequency (Figure *f). This latter problem is particularly troublesome when 

different geophones have slightly different frequency responses (due perhaps to 

different ground coupling conditions) resulting in anomalous phase shifts between 

adjacent receivers. A new class of seismic detectors, which respond to ground 

acceleration rather than velocity, may be preferable for high resolution work 

because their output increases with increasing frequency, as shown in Figure 4. 

However, these geophones are untested: their output level, their durability, even 

their cost are as yet unknown.

U
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l , Whatever geophone is used, it is critically important in shallow, high- 

resolution reflection seismics that each detector is well coupled to firm ground. 

The preferable technique is to plant each geophone at the bottom of a shallow 

borehole, beneath the topsoil in firm, moist subsoil. This technique also reduces 

air-wave noise as discussed earlier. Filling each hole with water will additionally 

increase coupling and dampen noise. Needless to say that the geophones should be 

housed in "marsh" cases to enable this mode of installation. In areas of exposed 

bedrock where the above procedure is not possible, the geophones can be coupled 

directly to the bedrock using pitons or rock bolts [Gjoystdal, et al., 1983] .

The arrangement of geophones with respect to the source along the survey 

line will depend on the nature of the survey being carried out. Generally though, 

for shallow reflection work where, ideally, horizontal resolution should be as good 

as vertical resolution, the spatial sampling interval should be less than A/2. This 

limits the the geophone spacing to less than 10 meters, however in most situations 

a 2 to 5 meter spacing is best.

The position of the source, or "shot point", should be selected so that 

reflections of interest will be recorded on as many channels as possible. As 

described by Hunter et al. [l980] , the near offset (distance from the shot point to 

the nearest geophone of the spread) should be great enough for the shallowest 

reflections of interest to be recorded just before the ground-roll noise envelope 

(Figure 1). The far offset (distance from shot point to farthest geophone) should 

not be so large that direct and refraction arrivals interfere with shallow 

reflections. The zone between the optimal near and far offsets in referred to by 

Hunter et al. [l980] as the "optimal window". The number of channels in the
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spread can be deduced from the near and far offsets and the geophone interval, 

however it is commonly set to 12 or 24, depending on the recording system being 

used; other parameters are adjusted accordingly.

There are currently four multichannel (12 or 24), portable, engineering 

seismographs on the market: the Nimbus 1210 F and 2415 F, the Oyo McSeis 1500, 

the Bison Geopro and the ABEM Terraloc. Although these units are not 

inexpensive, they are extremely portable and simple to use in a variety of field 

environments; thus operation costs can be minimized. In addition, they are all 

capable of wide band (DC to 1000 Hz), unaliased digital recording (maximum 

sampling rates are 50 or 100 microseconds). They also have permanent storage 

capability on magnetic tape or diskettes, and facilities for digital playback to a 

microcomputer. Their primary limitation, due to their small size and increased 

portability, is their limited dynamic range. Most systems have only 8 bit analogue 

to digital conversion (the Oyo system has 12 bit A/D conversion and the 

Nimbus 1210F has a 10 bit A/D converter) hence seismic signals can only be 

resolved to one part in 256 (4096 for the Oyo system and 1024 for the 

Nimbus 1210F).

This limitation is partially overcome in some instruments by the signal 

enhancement facilities which are programmed for 16 bit stacking with repeated 

source generation. But generally the limited dynamic range makes it difficult to 

record small high-frequency reflected signals in the presence of large-amplitude, 

coherent seismic noise, without A/D bit saturation and dipping; and dipping must 

be avoided in order to allow for computer processing of the data.

The limited dynamic range and dipping problem can only be avoided by 

reducing the large-amplitude seismic noise before analogue to digital conversion. 

As indicated in the previous discussion of these seismic noises, there are two
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f *N primary methods to reduce large amplitude groundroll, head-wave refraction, and 

reflected-refraction arrivals, given that they are generated by the source and the 

geologic environment: 1) spatial wavenumber filtering using geophone or shot 

arrays, and 2) analogue frequency filtering before recording.

Geophone or shot arrays are designed to reduced horizontally travelling, 

coherent seismic noise by the principle of destructive interference. A number of 

geophones (usually 5 to 9) are set in line and connected together in a series and 

parallel combination (with balanced electrical impedance) to a single channel of 

the recording seismograph. The output of each individual geophone is therefore 

summed into a "group" output. If the length of the array is greater than or equal to 

the horizontal wavelength of the coherent noise then the summed signal should 

cancel out. Incoherent noise will also be reduced by a factor equal to the square 

root of the number of elements of the array.

U For example, to eliminate the head-wave refraction, which travels along the 

top of the bedrock at a velocity of perhaps 3000 m/s and has a dominant frequency 

of about 150 Hz, requires a geophone array with a length of approximately 

20 meters (X = V/f). Such an array will also attenuate ground-roll noise which, in 

overburden, travels at a velocity of about 300 m/s and has a dominant frequency of 

10-20 Hz. However, this array will also attenuate high-frequency components of 

the reflected signals, particularly from shallow, high-angle reflectors. If bedrock 

reflections, travelling at a velocity of say 5000 m/s, arrive at the geophone array 

from some shallow angle (i.e. OO 0 ), then the array will attenuate components of 

the reflected signals with frequencies above 250 Hz. If the reflectors of interest 

are deeper and more flat-lying, so that the minimum angle of incidence between 

the reflections and the array is say 60 0 , then only signals above 500 Hz will be

attenuated (V = V/sin i). This latter situation may be tolerable but the former, app
^J) in general, is not.
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An alternative method of designing a geophone array, and that preferred in 

modern seismic exploration practice, is to set the array so that only the shortest 

possible wavelengths of reflected signals are attenuated. This will be the highest 

recordable frequency component (1000 Hz) at the lowest apparent velocity 

(5000 m/s). A geophone array with a length of 5 meters would therefore have no 

effect on reflected signals, however it would do little to attenuate seismic noise, 

other than uncorrelatable noise at individual geophones. The appropriate array 

design may fall somewhere between these two extremes and will depend on the 

nature of the survey, the expected signal and noise levels, and the frequency 

content.

Another method of reducing seismic noise before recording is to frequency 

filter the analogue signals using electronic front-end filters. Some of the portable, 

engineering seismographs have built-in filters for this purpose (Nimbus 1210F 

and 2415F, and Bison Geopro) although they are of only limited versatility. Ideally 

the filter should have an infinite range of corner frequencies and variable roll-off 

into the stop band so that noise signals can be precisely filtered without adversely 

affecting the reflected signals. Low-cut filtering with a corner frequency in the 

range 30-300 Hz and a roll-off between 6 and 24 dB/bctave is most effective in 

reducing ground-roll and refraction noise in the presence of high-frequency 

reflected signals.

An additional motivation for frequency filtering is to increase the resolution 

of the reflected seismic waves. Because of the low-pass absorption characteristics 

of the earth, particularly in uncompacted soils, high-frequency components of the 

reflected wavelet will be attenuated with an equivalent roll off of about 

18-24 dB/octave (Figure 2). This results in a widening of the wavelet and hence
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f A lower resolution. The phenomena can be countered by increasing the amplification 

of high-frequency components, however in seismic systems with limited dynamic 

range this will result in saturation and dipping of the low-frequency signals. To 

avoid this problem it is necessary to filter the seismic signals using a high-pass, 

pre-emphasis filter [Knapp and Steeples, 1984] with the corner freqjency and roll 

off set to closely counter-balance the absorption characteristics of a particular 

site.

4.3 Computer Processing the Data

Successful utilization of the shallow, high-resolution seismic reflection 

technique is ultimately dependent on the quality of the data recorded, and hence on 

optimizing the source and receiver for given seismoiogic and geologic conditions. 

However, after data have been recorded, the reflected signals can be improved by 

*v computer processing techniques designed to reduce seismic noise, emphasize the 

reflected signals, and correct for geologic distortions. A great many signal 

processing procedures have been developed for large-scale reflection seismology 

used in petroleum exploration; indeed, the topic has been advanced far more than 

any other topic in geophysics. Only a small percentage of the complete range of 

processing techniques will be presented here as being applicable to small-scale, 

shallow seismic reflection, however, there is no reason that all procedures could 

not be used to advantage if applied in an optimal fashion.

The reduction in amplitude of reflected seismic signals due to spherical 

divergence of the wavefronts down to the reflector and back up to surface can be 

corrected by applying automatic gain control (AGC) to each record or trace. The 

method consists of adjusting the average signal level within some predetermined

O
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A \ time window (usually greater than the length of an expected reflection wavelet) up 

to some constant value. The procedure is then repeated as the time window is 

moved along the trace, starting at the first break (i.e. head-wave arrival). A 

weighting function can be applied to the gain window to enhance reflected signals 

above the background noise level.

Heterogeneity of the overlying geologic section, particularly variable 

thickness of the low-velocity surface layer, can be corrected for by applying 

statics: a small time shift applied to an entire trace. In conventional seismic 

reflection, the static time shift is calculated from the thickness and velocity of the 

low-velocity layer determined from elevations and up-hole shot times (travel time 

from the buried shot to a surface geophone), or from refraction analysis of the first 

breaks. A similar first-break analysis could be applied to shallow, high-resolution 

data, if sufficient shots were recorded along the survey line (static correction 

J) based on up-hole shot time is not possible with near-surface sources). An 

alternative approach is to static correct traces to a common arrival on the seismic 

section using a cross-correlation procedure. This technique is referred to as 

"automatic statics" in conventional seismic reflection but it is only effective if 

reflections are flat-lying and uniform. Hunter, et al. [l984jhave used an adaptation 

of automatic statics by correcting their seismic sections to the first arrival, 

assuming that it is the head-wave refraction from the top of the water table which 

is assumed to be flat. A residual statics procedure could also be applied to a 

common depth point section as is discussed below.

The common depth point (COP) technique is perhaps the most important 

development in reflection seismics since the seismic method was first introduced 

to petroleum exploration. It results in the greatest signal to noise improvement of 

all signal processing procedures. The technique consists of recording repetitive

O
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data from a common reflection point in the earth using a special field acquisition 

procedure: common depth point or roll-along shooting. There are various ways of 

carrying out the procedure in the field, however the common outcome is that 

separate reflection signals are recorded from increasing shot to geophone positions, 

all with a common mid-point. Figure 5a shows a COP shooting procedure using a 

12-channel system which results in 6 recordings from each common mid-point. 

This is referred to as 6-fold shooting or 60096 coverage.

Individual records from a single common mid-point can be plotted together in 

what is referred to as a COP gather. Figure 5b shows a 6 fold COP gather where 

reflections have been recorded from three interfaces at depth and all noise 

(i.e. ground-roll, refractions, etc) has been omitted. Also shown in the lower part 

of the gather is a multiple reflection form the top interface, where the reflected 

seismic wave has been reflected back down from the surface interface and has then 

re-reflected from the first interface.

The COP gather will resemble the normal seismograph record from an end-on 

spread where all reflectors are horizontal and uniform, even if they are, in reality, 

moderately dipping or undulating. Hence the reflections should form a hyperbolic 

pattern governed by the depth to the reflecting interface, the velocity of material 

above the interface, and the increasing offset distance between the shot and 

geophones. The variation in arrival times of the reflection arrival along this 

hyperbolic curve is referred to as "moveout". It can be corrected by calculating 

the theoretical moveout for each shot to geophone offset distance using an 

assumed velocity. The hyperbolic pattern will flatten when the correct velocity is 

used in the calculation. When carried out automatically by maximizing the cross 

correlation of individual traces with a stack of traces from the COP gather, the 

procedure is referred to as "velocity analysis" since its output is a determination of 

velocity at the time of each reflection, as well as flattening the reflector.
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( * Slight variations in the reflection pattern from hyperbolic curve will be due 

primarily to static shifts which were not accounted for during the static correction 

procedure. These "residual statics" can be corrected during the moveout 

correction and velocity analysis procedures. The COP gather shown in Figure 5b 

depicts residual statics on two of the traces. In addition, the moveout correction 

can be used to discriminate multiple reflections since they have twice the moveout 

of a normal reflection occurring at the same time (as shown in Figure 5b).

Once the moveout and residual statics corrections are applied to the CDP 

gather, the reflections (except multiples) should be horizontal and flat from trace 

to trace across the gather. They can then be summed to form a CDP stack which 

will increase the reflection signal to noise ratio by the square root of the fold 

coverage. This CDP stack is considered to be the reflection record immediately 

beneath the mid-point of the CDP gather, i.e. equivalent to a zero-offset trace. 

tx The entire procedure is repeated for the next mid-point along the line using a 

different set of shot points and geophone locations. In this manner, a complete 

seismic section is built up for the survey line.

The next most important signal processing technique routinely used in 

conventional seismic reflection, after common depth point coverage, is 

"deconvolution". This technique is essentially a filtering (actually an inverse 

filtering) procedure which enhances, or sharpens, the reflected signals by 

correcting the recorded waveforms for the inherent filtering effects of the earth 

and the recording devices. The procedure is to find an inverse filter operator 

whose frequency domain characteristics are such that, when multiplied by the 

frequency spectrum of the recorded waveforms, a flat, wide-band amplitude 

spectrum, and a minimized phase spectrum, is obtained. Such a broad, flat

O
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* A. amplitude spectrum with minimum phase is characteristic of sharp "spikes" in the
V jf

time domain. Increased resolution is therefore obtained by convolving this inverse 

filter operator with the seismic record (multiplication in the frequency domain is 

equivalent to convolution in the time domain).

The seismic section built up from COP stacks is not a true representation of 

the earth, because each stacked record is plotted perpendicularly even though the 

reflections may have come from dipping or undulating interfaces on either side of 

the vertical (or even from the third dimension). This effect can be partially 

corrected by applying "migration" to the seismic section. There are numerous 

migration procedures, but all require a detailed knowledge of the velocity structure 

of the section and must be preformed on the entire section simultaneously. One of 

the most straight forward procedures is to fit all points in the section, both 

vertically and horizontally, to a range of diffraction patterns. Where the seismic 

D arrivals fit to a particular diffraction curve by cross-correlation, the energy is 

transferred to the apex point of the diffraction pattern. This technique is 

particularly effective in removing the diffraction effect from irregular interfaces 

and other anomalous structures [Noponen, et al., 1979] .

5. CASE STUDY-EASTERN ONTARIO

If the shallow, high-resolution, seismic reflection method is to be effectively 

utilized for mineral exploration and geological engineering investigations it must 

first be extensively tested, modified, retested, etc. under controlled conditions. 

Only in this manner will the technique be optimized to the point where it can be 

routinely used in a variety of mineral exploration or geological engineering 

environments with some assurance of economic success.

O
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t - Parts of eastern Ontario, where lower Paleozoic limestone, sandstone and 

shale units thin against the Precambrian, igneous and metamorphic rock of the 

Grenville province, were selected as test sites for the shallow, high-resolution 

seismic reflection method. The sites, border within about 50 km of the Paleozoic- 

Precambrian contact on either side of the Frontenac Axis (Figure 6).

The test sites are ideal for examining various field acquisition procedures and 

computer processing routines for a number of reasons: 1) there is generally a good 

acoustic impedance constrast between the basal clastic units (Potsdam and Napean 

sandstones, or Shaddow Lake Formation) and the Precambrian crystalline rocks, 

particularly mafic volcanics and gabbroic intrusives. 2) There is also a significant 

acoustic impedance contrast between the upper limestone units of the Paleozoic 

section and the basal elastics. 3) The limestone-clastic contact is generally flat- 

lying whereas the basal unconformity of the Precambrian paleosurface is morel v
* undulating, providing a contrast in reflector geometry and character.

4) Thicknesses of the various units are known from numerous boreholes in the area 

and in fact a specific unit thickness can usually be selected for a specific testing 

purpose. 5) There are a variety of surface layer conditions in the area from 

exposed bedrock to thick, stratified accumulations of clays, silts, sands and gravels 

(a few meters of till is the most common). 6) The Paleozoic-Precambrian 

unconformity has economic significance for mineral exploration and engineering 

applications: the paleosurface controlled the depositional environment of the basal 

sandstone (which in places is pure enough for silica extraction), and presently 

controls groundwater flow and accumulation.
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The first step in the testing procedure was to characterize the geologic 

environment in as much detail as possible. This was carried out by 

Mr. W. J. McGaughey, the geophysics graduate student carrying out the shallow 

seismic reflection research at Queen's. With information obtained from 

Mr. R. Wolf, a geology graduate student at Queen's currently mapping the 

Cambrian sandstone units in eastern Ontario, and by surveying all available 

geologic literature, particularly the graduate research carried out at Queen's in the 

past, a complete geologic picture of eastern Ontario has been formulated. A 

compilation of the Paleozoic geology in the Kingston area is shown in Figure 6 (also 

map in back pocket). Precambrian geology beneath the Paleozoic cover was 

inferred from aeromagnetic and gravity data supplemented by information from 

boreholes. For instance, circular areas of high gravity and uniform magnetic 

expression are assumed to be gabbroic intrusions (e.g. beneath Kingston city and 

harbour).

The next step in the testing procedure was to characterize the seismic 

parameters of the mapped geologic units. This required a series of tests at sites 

with exposed bedrock to determine the mean velocity and absorption coefficients 

of the various geologic units. This work was carried out by Mr. McGaughey with the 

assistance of Mr. D. Mcconnell, an undergraduate geophysics student at Queen's, 

during the fall of 1983 and subsequently reported by Mcconnell [l984J. The seismic 

velocities of various lithologic units in the Kingston vicinity are summarized in the 

legend of Figure 6. They are typically high for the limestones and Precambrian 

crystalline rocks and much lower for the clastic sandstone and shale units. 

Mcconnell [l984] calculated attenuation coefficients for some of the units, where 

data was of suitable quality and quantity, and found typically low absorption for

O
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l ^ the limestone units and somewhat higher absorption for the sandstones and shales 

(see Table 4 from Mcconnell [l984J ). However, the absorption of all rock units is 

low enough to be ignored for shallow reflection seismics.

In addition to characterizing the seismic parameters of the lithologic units in 

the Kingston vicinity, the tests conducted during the fall of 1983 were also meant 

to characterize the seismic noise environment of the region. Tests were conducted 

over exposed bedrock and in areas of shallow and deep overburden. Figure 7a 

shows a 12-channel, 50 millisecond record using a sledgehammer source from an 

area of exposed limestone bedrock (Upper Bobcaygeon Formation at a site 12 km 

north of Napanee). After the direct arrival there is a large-amplitude, dispersive 

wave train of seismic energy lasting for more than 50 msec. This is believed to be 

due to decoupling effects at the geophones which were planted in small mounds of 

soil on top of the bedrock surface. Figure 7b shows the test survey repeated with 

\) the seismograph set to 200msec record length. Note that the large-amplitude 

wave train has repeated and that its dispersive characteristic is now quite 

apparent. Also apparent in this longer record is a large-amplitude air wave, and 

the complete absence of ground-roll noise. A possible Paleozoic-Precambrian 

unconformity reflection has been identified on the record although the 

identification is questionable since it is obscured by the direct arrival wave train.

A subsequent noise test was carried out at City Park within Kingston, near 

Queen's campus. This site consists of l to 2 meters of clay overburden covering 

Upper Gull River limestone. The Precambrian unconformity is at about 50 meters 

depth and the basement rock consists of meta-gabbro. The 200 msec record shown 

in Figure 8a has considerable ground-roll and mode-converted refraction noise due 

to the overburden layer. There is no air wave in this record because a buried 

shotgun source was being tested. The low frequency noise can be greatly reduced

O
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Figure 7a. 50 msec seismogram from velocity/attenuation test of the 
J Bobcavgeon Formation limestone. Note large amplitude,

reflected-refraction and mode-converted refraction noise
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Figure 7b. Same as Fi-gure 7a, except 200 msec record. Shows similar
refraction wave-train noise plus air-wave noise from hammer and 
baseplate source. Possible Paleozoic/Precambrian reflection is 
identified.
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Figure 8a. 200 msec seismogram from a test of a seismic gun source in 
Kingston City Park. Reflected-refraction or mode-converted 
refractions and ground-roll noise obscure possible Paleozoic/ 
Precambrian reflection.
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Figure 8b. Same as Figure 8a, except data is band-pass filtered (80 - 300 
using a built-in Oyo signal processing function. Note reductii 
of refraction wave-train noise and elimination of ground-roll 
noise.
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l ^ by low cut filtering as is shown in Figure 8b. The data has been processed by " y

digital filtering (80 to 300 Hz bandpass); a built in processing function of the

Oyo McSeis 1500 seismograph. Note that the ground roll has been completely 

eliminated and that the refraction wavetrain has been reduced. A possible 

Paleozoic-Precambrian reflection, just noticeable on the field record in Figure 8a, 

is now more apparent on the processed record shown in Figure 8b.

The final test was carried out with Dr. J.A. Hunter and his associates from 

the Geological Survey of Canada, and with personnel from Bison Instruments Inc. 

at a site near Ottawa. This site consists of about 80 to 120 meters of 

stratigraphically deposited marine clays, silts, sands and gravels over 

Paleozoic/Precambrian bedrock. The survey was carried out in conjunction with a 

test of the Bison Geopro seismograph (reported in "Geophysical Instrumentation 

News" from Bison Instruments Inc. in April, 1984). High-frequency geophones with 

^ a resonant frequency of 100 Hz were used in the survey. This results in greatly 

attenuated ground-roll noise as can be seen in Figure 9a, a 200 msec record using a 

sledgehammer source. A prominent overburden-bedrock reflection is apparent on 

the record, however it is obscured on near-offset channels by a large airwave 

generated by the hammer and baseplate source. The record was re-shot using a 

buried shotgun source and is shown in Figure 9b. Note the complete elimination of 

the air wave and also the reduction of ground roll and other ambient noise due to 

the increased amplitude of the primary wavelet (the sledgehammer record shown in 

Figure 9a was obtained by stacking 3 times). Also noteworthy with the shotgun 

record in Figure 9b is the much higher frequency content (i.e. shorter duration) of 

the primary wavelet which has greatly increased the resolving power of the seismic 

section. The increased resolution and reflection amplitude has resulted in the 

identification of additional reflected events not apparent on the previous record,

O
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Figure 9*. 200 msec seismogram from overburden reflection test carried out 
with Dr. J.A. Hunter (G.S.C.) near Ottawa, using a hammer and 
baseolate source.
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1^ particularly reflections associated with the overburden stratigraphy of sand and * .s

gravel layers. A series of strong reflections near the overburden-bedrock

unconformity, probably due to a basal sand and gravel layer, has resulted in 

reverberations or ringing which produces short-path multiples on the seismic 

record. This additional noise source could probably be significantly attenuated by 

applying a deconvolution filter to the recorded data.

6. CONCLUSION

In order to optimize the use of the shallow, high-resolution seismic reflection 

method for mineral exploration and geological engineering applications, 

particularly in complex crystalline rock environments, it is necessary to adopt the 

following procedures:

1. Use a buried gun or high-explosive (i.e. blasting cap) source to eliminate air
D wave, reduce ground roll and generate a large-amplitude, high-frequency 

primary pulse seismic wavelet.

2. Design the geophone spread to cover the optimum window so that reflections 

occur before groundroll noise but after the refraction arrival.

3. Use wide-band (or accelerometer type) geophones firmly planted in shallow 

boreholes beneath the overburden topsoil or fixed directly to bedrock by 

pitons or rock-bolts.

4. Use carefully designed geophone arrays (e.g. 5 to 9 elements spaced l to 

2 meters apart in line) if noise conditions warrant.

5. Apply a low-cut filter before digital recording with the corner frequency and 

roll off set for the specific noise and absorption characteristics of the survey 

area.



6. Computer process the recorded data by applying: AGC, statics correction, 

moveout correction and velocity analysis, CDP stacking, deconvolution, and 

automatic migration.

Even after carefully applying these techniques to the seismic reflection 

procedure, recognizable reflections may not be attainable in some geologic 

environments. This may be due to the overwhelming complexity of the geologic 

section commonly encountered in mineral exploration situations, or it may be 

simply due to the absence of distinct lithologic interfaces with sufficient acoustic 

impedance contrasts to generate reflections. In either case it is important to 

recognize these situations before excessive effort and expense is expended on 

them. A simple test survey, in an area where conditions are most favourable 

(e.g. uniformly thin clay overburden), is extremely useful for determining the 

expected signal and noise characteristics. From this information the optimal 

survey parameters can be designed to eliminate noise and increase the reflected 

signals.
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